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New book: Museums + Digital Culture: New Perspectives and Research
by T. Giannini and JP Bowen, Editors, Springer Nature, July 2019
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Increasingly people are digital and are digital users –
Digital Culture + Computational culture - taking into account
digital behavior, digital users and creating systems for use and
users –
AI + Machine Learning -– a new framework for archives
Archives portal – Avoid digital dust - build on archives culture
No longer a question of tweaking legacy systems – but rather
reconceptualizing new systems – so, new constructs and
consciousness
Open Framework – user interaction

IMLS –project
CHART
$947,000
Partnerships:

Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn Public Library,
Brooklyn Historical Society

Brooklyn Visual
Heritage.org
Digitization - Access
Use – API, copyright,
digital dust
Collections:
Historic Photographs
of Brooklyn

Quoted from British Library Website:

Living with Machines: The Alan Turing Institute
and the British Library awarded £9.2 million for a
major new project set to revolutionize research Wed 19 Dec 2018
Initial research plans involve scientists from
The Alan Turing Institute collaborating with curators and researchers
to build new software to analyse data drawn initially from millions of
pages of out-of-copyright newspaper collections from within the
archive in the British Library’s National Newspaper Building, and
from other digitised historical collections, most notably government
collected data, such as the census and registration of births,
marriages and deaths. The resulting new research methods will
allow computational linguists and historians to track societal and
cultural change in new ways during this transformative period in
British history.

Art and Archives – Digital - VR – Post-Digital Context – New Challenges
FIT Exhibition – The Future is Immersive – 7th Ave. NYC (Photo by TG)
Complexity
Physical +
digital media Exhibition
archive:
Drawings
Photographs
Paintings
Video
VR – Google –
Tilt brush –
paint in 3D
space
User
interaction

